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MetaStock Pro provides the most advanced bar and charting technology on the market. In fact, the software has been in continuous development since
1991. Since its inception, MetaStock has been the leader in trend following methods, achieving consistently high rates of accuracy on all major market

instruments. MetaStock is the market leader among the trend following systems available today. Based on the technology and competence of MetaStock
Pro, the program may soon become the market leader in market timing. MetaStock Pro is the best charting package available in a stock charting software
package. With the new and improved features and functionality of this version, MetaStock Pro now delivers the most accurate and intuitive features of any
charting software in the industry. MetaStock Pro is the number one trend following software in the world. Let MetaStock Pro do the work for you. In addition
to the trend following features of MetaStock, MetaStock Pro introduces an all-new set of tools to help you master the fundamentals of trading and manage

your money effectively. MetaStock Pro also has an intuitive interface that makes it easy to learn and easy to use, even for new traders. If youre a
successful trader, you know that managing your cash, eliminating risk and knowing when to let profit run is just as important as trading the markets. At the
heart of MetaStock Pro is a sophisticated financial risk analysis engine that measures your portfolio against what you have set as your risk tolerance. You

can tweak the settings and perform a single analysis or run it as part of a daily trade management cycle.MetaStock Pro also calculates your net
profitability, which is a measure of how much your trading activity is adding to your total profits rather than how much it is subtracting from your cash
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